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Abstract 
If (Y, d) is a complete metric space with a non-Archimedean metric d, then there exists a 
selection on the set 7(Y) of all nonempty closed subsets of Y which is continuous with respect 
to both the Vietoris and Hausdorff topologies on T’(Y). 
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1. Introduction 
For a topological space Y, let 3(Y) be the collection of all nonempty closed subsets of 
Y. It is well known that the Axiom of Choice implies the existence of a map f : F(Y) + 
Y assigning to each A E F(Y) a point of itself. Such a map is usually called a selection 
on 3(Y). 
In the present paper, we are concerned with conditions under which such a selec- 
tion is continuous with respect to a given topology T on 3(Y). We therefore intro- 
duce the following concept: A T-continuous selection on 3(Y) is a continuous map 
f : (F(Y), T) + Y which is a selection on 3(Y). 
Concerning the existence of r-continuous selections on F(Y), a word should be said 
about the possible ways for topologizing F(Y). Suppose (Y, d) is a metric space. So far, 
the two best known topologies on .7=(Y) are the Hausdorff and Vietoris topologies. Let 
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us briefly recall that the Hausdorfstopology TH(~) on 3(Y) is the one generated by the 
Hausdolfs distance 
H(d)(A, B) = sup {d(A, 1~) + d(y, B): y E A u I?}, A, B E 3(Y). 
As for the Vietoris topology, it is the topology on 3(Y) generated by all collections of 
the form 
(V; V E V) = {S E 3(Y): S n V # 0, V E V, and S c UV} , 
where V runs over the finite families of open subsets of Y. We will denote this topology 
by TV. 
We now recall the following famous result of Choban [3] and Engelking, Heath and 
Michael [5] dealing with TV-continuous selections on 3(Y). 
Theorem 1.1. Let Y be a completely metrizable space with dim Y = 0. Then there exists 
a rv-continuous selection on 3(Y). 
All statements of this result appear to be the best possible. The assumption dim Y = 0 
cannot be dropped or even weakened to dimY 6 1 (see [5]). If a metrizable space Y 
admits a TV-continuous selection on 3(Y), then Y must be completely metrizable [8]. 
In the present paper, we improve the continuity of the rv-continuous selection of 
Theorem 1.1. Briefly, we construct it in such a way that it is also r~(d)-continuous with 
respect to a special metric on Y. Let us point out here that a TV-continuous selection on 
3(Y) is not necessarily rH(d)-continuous (and vice verse) because rv = r~(d) if and 
only if (Y, d) is compact [73. 
In order to state our main result, we need the topology r&(d) on 3(Y) generated by 
all collections of the form 
((V;VEV))={AE(V;W): d(A,Y\UI/‘)>O}, 
where V is a finite family of open subsets of Y. This topology is known as the d-proximal 
topology [2] and is motivated by the following (usually strong) inclusion 
Q(d) c TV n TH(d). 
Theorem 1.2. Let (Y, d) be a complete metric space with a non-Archimedean metric d. 
Then there exists a q(d)-continuous selection f on 3(Y). In particular f is continuous 
with respect to both TV and ?-H(d). 
Let us mention that Theorem 1.2 really generalizes Theorem 1.1, because every com- 
pletely metrizable space Y with dim Y = 0 admits a complete non-Archimedean metric. 
As for the statements of Theorem 1.2, the author does not know whether the assumption 
on d to be non-Archimedean can be replaced by dim Y = 0. 
The paper is arranged as follows. Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 3. A preparation for 
that is made in Section 2. Section 4 is devoted to a further generalization of Theorem 1.2. 
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2. (E, +egular selections 
Throughout this section, (Y, d) is a metric space. Whenever y E Y and E > 0, we let 
Cc(y) = {z E Y: d(z, y) < E} and O,(y) = (2 E Y: d(z, y) < E}. 
Suppose @ : X + 3(Y) . 1s a set-valued mapping and E > 0. We shall say that a map 
f : X + Y is an (E, 5)-regular selection for @ if 
f(X) is a discrete subset of Y, (2.1) 
there exists a well-ordering 5 on f(X) with respect to which 
f(z) = min {y E f(X): Cc(y) n Q(z) # S}, 5 E X. (2.2) 
If, in addition, f satisfies the condition that 
{y E f(X): y 5 f(z)} is finite for every 2 E X, (2.3) 
then we shall say that f is an (E, 5)-$nitely regular selection for @. 
Concerning the well-ordering -< , let us agree to write y + z in case y 5 L and y # z. 
First of all, let us show that, for a non-Archimedean metric d and E > 0, every set- 
valued mapping @ : X -+ 3(Y) admits an (E, 5)-regular selection. To recall that a metric 
d on Y is non-Archimedean if 
d(z, y) 6 max { d(z, z), d(z, y)} for every z, y, z E Y. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (Y, d) b e a metric space, with a non-Archimedean metric d, @ : X -+ 
3(Y) be a set-valued mapping and let E > 0. Then @ admits an (E, i)-regular selection 
f : X -+ Y. Zj moreovel; Y is separable, then one can take f to be (E, 5)-jinitely regular: 
Proof. Whenever y, z f Y, CE(y) rl Cc(z) # 0 implies &(y) = GE(z) because d is 
non-Archimedean. Hence, {Cc(y): y E Y} is a disjoint cover of Y. Therefore, there 
exists a discrete subset F c Y such that 
{G(Y): Y E F} = {G(Y): Y E Y}. 
Since JFI < w(Y), there now exists a well-ordering 5 on F such that (F, 5) is a part 
of the first infinite ordinal w provided Y is separable. Setting finally f(x) = min{y E 
F: CE(y) n Q(z) # S}, for z E X, we finish the proof. 0 
It should be mentioned that the map f : X + Y of Lemma 2.1 is not necessarily 
continuous. For a special class of set-valued mappings @, however, this f certainly 
becomes continuous. Suppose T is a topology on 3(Y). We shall say that a set-valued 
mapping @ : X -+ 3(Y) is T-continuous if it is continuous as a single-valued map from 
X into the space (~(Y),T). 
Lemma 2.2. Let (Y, d) be a metric space, with a non-Archimedean metric d, and let 
@: X -+ 3(Y) be 76(d)- continuous. Then every (E, 5)-regular selection for Qj is locally 
constant and hence, in particulal; continuous. 
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Proof. Suppose E > 0 and f : X --+ Y is an (6, d)-regular selection for @. Take a point 
5 E X. Since d is non-Archimedean, C,(f(z)) is open. By (2.2), CE(f(z)) n@(z) # 0. 
Therefore, VI = C,(f(x)) flO,(@(cc)) IS a nonempty open subset of Y such that, by 
(2.21, 
(i) G(z) n 6 # 0 implies f(z) 5 f(z). 
Let F, = {y E f(X): y -x f(x)} and let us observe that 
(ii) 0,(@(z)) n Cc(y) = 0 for every y E F,. 
Indeed, let t E 0,(@(z)) n CE(y) for some y E F,. Take a point z E Q(z) such 
that d(z,t) < E. Since then d(z, y) < max{d(z,t), d(t, y)} < E, it follows that G(z) n 
CE(y) # 0. By (2.2), this is impossible because y < f(z). 
Set now V2 = 0,(@(x)). It follows from (ii) and (2.2) that 
(iii) G(z) C V, = V U V2 implies f(z) 5 f(2). 
Note finally that {(Vi, VZ)) d e fi nes a neighbourhood of Q(z) in the space (F(Y), rg(d)). 
Since then @ is 76(d)-continuous, U = Q-t (( (l4, Vz))) IS a neighbourhood of x such that, 
by (i) and (iii), f(z) = f(z) for every f f U. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Let (Y, d) be as in Theorem 1.2. Denote by X the space F(Y) equipped with the 
d-proximal topology 76(d). Obviously, for every A E 3(Y), @(A) = A defines a rs(d)- 
continuous set-valued mapping G : X + F(Y). It now suffices to construct a continuous 
map f : X -+ Y such that f(z) E Q(z) f or all 2 E X (i.e., a continuous selection for @). 
To this end, by induction, we shall construct a sequence {fn} of maps fra : X + Y 
such that, for all n, 
fn is a continuous (2+, &)-regular selections for G; (3.1) 
fn+i(z) E CI-~ (fn(zr)) for every 2 E X. (3.2) 
Note that this will be sufficient because, by (3.2), {fn} is uniformly Cauchy, so it must 
converge to some continuous f : X + Y. By (3.1) and (2.2), this f is the required one. 
So, it only remains to define these fn’s. By Lemma 2.1, with E = 2-‘, we get a 
(2-l, dt)-regular selection for @ which, by Lemma 2.2, is continuous. So, we may 
suppose fn has already been defined, and we must define fn+t. Whenever y E fn(X), 
set X, = f;‘(y). Note that, by (3.1) and (2.1), the following holds: 
{XV: y E in(X)} is a discrete closed cover of X. (3.3) 
Pick a fixed y E fn(X), and then define Qy : X, + .F(C,-n (y)) by 
?$(z) = G(z) n C*-*(y), 5 E x,. 
Next, by Lemma 2.1 with E = 2-(‘“+I), we get a (2-cn+‘), i(,+,,,))-regular selection 
.f(n+~,y) : X, + Gn (~1 for %. It is worthwhile to check that f(n+r,y) : X, + Y is 
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a (2-c n+‘), 5(n+l,y))-regular selection for @IX, too. So, by Lemma 2.2, it is certainly 
continuous. We now define fn+i : X + Y by fn+i IX, = f(n+l,y), y E fn(X), and a 
well-ordering &+I on fn+t(X) by 
fn+1 (XI) in+1 fn+l (x2) 
if and only if 
f(n+l,y)(d $x+l,y) f(n+l,&2) in case y = fn(xcl) = fn(52), 
fn(XI) 5n fn(x2) otherwise. 
By (3.3), fn+i is continuous. That it is a (2-cn+‘), -&+I)-regular selection for @, it 
follows from our inductive hypotheses on fn and the definition of in+, . 
4. The case of separable metric spaces 
In this section we give a further generalization of Theorem 1.2 for the special case 
when Y is separable. 
Suppose (Y, d) is a metric space. We consider the d-Ball proximal topology ?-B(d) on 
F(Y) generated by all collections of the form ((V; V E V)), where V is a finite family 
of open subsets of Y such that Y \ lJ V = CE(y) for some y E Y and E > 0. As it 
follows from the definition of this topology, ?-n(d) C q(d) is always valid. 
Another important topology on F(Y) is the so called Wijsman topology ‘rw(d). It is 
the weakest topology on F(Y) such that, for each y E Y, the map A + d(y, A) is 
continuous at every A E F(Y). 
It should be mentioned that rw(d) c ?-B(d) is always valid [4], while rw(d) = rB(d) 
if and only if every closed ball C,(y) of Y is strictly d-included in each of its open 
&-enlargements 0, (C,(y)) 161 ( see also [l, Theorem 2.2.31). To recall that a subsets 
A c Y is strictly d-included in B C Y if there exists a finite subset {yi, . . . , yk} c Y 
and positive real numbers 0 < ci < yi, 1 $ i < k, such that 
A c bo,,i~i) c bO,(lii) c 13. 
i=l i=l 
Example 4.1. There exists a separable complete metric space (Y, d) with a non- 
Archimedean metric d such that ‘rB(d) # q(d). 
Proof. Let Y be the set of the natural numbers, and let d be the discrete metric on Y (i.e., 
d(u, z) = 1 provided y and z are distinct points of Y). Obviously d is a complete non- 
Archimedean metric on Y. Claim that (Y, d) . IS as the required. Indeed, let A, B E F(Y) 
be such that A n B = 8. Then d(A, B) = 1 > 0 implies 76(d) = TV. On the other hand, 
let us observe that 7n(d) = rw(d). To this end, as it was mentioned above, it suffices to 
show that each closed ball CP(y) of Y is strictly d-included in each of its c-enlargements. 
This is easy because for C,(y) we have only the following two possibilities: to be a 
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singleton or C,(y) = Y. We now complete the proof using the fact that 7~ = 7w(d) if 
and only if (Y, d) is compact [2, Corollary 5.61. 0 
By virtue of Example 4.1, the following theorem really improves Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 4.2. Let (Y, d) be a separable complete metric space with a non-Archimedean 
metric d. Then there exists a rB(d)-continuous selection on 3(Y). 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 repeats precisely that of Theorem 1.2 with Lemma 2.2 
replaced by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let (Y, d) be a metric space with a non-Archimedean metric d, and let 
@: X + F(Y) be 78(d)- continuous. Then every (E, 5)-finitely regular selection for pi is 
a locally constant map and hence, in particulas continuous. 
Proof. Let f :X -+ Y be an (E, 5)-finitely regular selection for @. Pick a fixed point 
z E X and then set 
Fz = {Y E f(X): Y 4 f(x)} and V = C, (f(z)) n O, (Q(z)). 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, the following holds. 
(i) Q(z) n V # 0 implies f(z) 1’ f(z). 
(ii) 0,(@(z)) f? Cc(y) = 0 for every y E F,. 
Set now V, = Y \ C,(y), y E F,, and then note that, by (ii) and (2.2), 
(iii) Q(z) c n {Vy: y E F,} implies f(z) j f(z). 
Note finally that, by (2.2), (i) and (ii), each ((Vi, V,)) defines a neighbourhood of 
G(z) in (3(Y), Q(~J). Since then @ is TB(d)-continuous and since, by (2.3), F, is finite, 
it follows from (i) and (iii) that 
u = n{@-l(((V,VJ,): Y E Fz} 
is a neighbourhood of z such that f(z) = f(x) for every z E U. 0 
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